People Games
Turn the physical games you play with your child into predictable, turn-taking opportunities, that are practice
for later communication. Establish a repetitive play routine that your child enjoys, then pause and wait expectantly to allow your child to take a turn in the interaction.


Non-verbal requests (e.g. reaching, eye contact, moving their body) should be paired with an appropriate word model as you comply with what your child has requested (i.e. if your child reaches their arms
up, say “up!” as you pick them up)



Always use consistent language to introduce and continue the game (e.g. “swing”)
Your child learns to:

It’s easy for you child to take turns because:


The games are structured and predictable;



They have repetitive actions, sounds and
words;

Continue taking turns;



Start and end the game, and begin a
new one.

Your child knows what his/her turn is
and when to take it;



The games are fun and motivating!



Pay attention and copy you;



Take a turn;



Give you a chance to take a turn;




Examples:
1.
Chase game (add ‘stop’ and ‘go’ to chase game by physically stopping child and saying “stop”, wait, then
say “go” and let child run);
2.
Swinging in a blanket (needs two adults) – lay child down on blanket, each person holds an end,
swing child gently back and forth, then stop and wait for child to make an indication that they want
more;
3.
Tickles game;
4.
Rolling a ball or car between you and your child;
5.
Action songs (Ring Around the Rosie, Wheels on the Bus, Head and Shoulders, etc).

NOTE: The best way to start a People Game is to observe what your child is interested in and join in
on what he or she is doing.
For more information, please speak to your Speech-Language Pathologist!
Information taken from: Sussman, F. (1999). More Than Words. Toronto, Canada: The Hanen Centre
You can find out more: R.O.C.K. Plan for People Play, 2014, Sussman and Weitzman, The Hanen Centre,
or visit: www.hanen.org

